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ABSTRACT
Expert interaction techniques such as gestures or hotkeys
are more e�cient than traditional WIMP techniques because
it is often faster to recall a command than to navigate to
it. However, many users seem to be reluctant to switch to
expert interaction. We hypothesize the cause might be the
aversion of making errors. To test this, we designed two
intermediate modes for the FastTap interaction technique,
allowing quick con�rmation of what the user has retrieved
from memory, and quick adjustment if she has made an error.
We investigated the impact of these modes and of various
error costs in a controlled study (N=36). We found that par-
ticipants adopted the intermediate modes, that these modes
reduced error rate when error cost was high, and that they
did not substantially change selection times. However, while
it validates the design of our intermediate modes, we found
no evidence of greater switch to memory-based interaction,
suggesting that reducing the error rate is not su�cient to
promote expert use of techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing!Human computer in-
teraction (HCI).
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RÉSUMÉ
Les techniques d’interaction expertes comme les vocabulaires
gestuels ou les raccourcis clavier sont plus e�caces que les tech-
niques WIMP traditionnelles. Il est en e�et plus rapide de se
rappeler une commande plutôt que de la retrouver dans des me-
nus. Cependant, la plupart des utilisateurs semblent réticents
à passer aux interactions qui se basent sur leur mémoire. Nous
pensons que la cause pourrait être due à leur aversion à faire
des erreurs. Pour tester cette hypothèse, nous avons conçu deux
modes intermédiaires pour la technique d’interaction FastTap,
qui permet de rapidement con�rmer ce que l’utilisateur s’est
rappelé de mémoire, et d’ajuster si une erreur a été faite. Nous
avons étudié l’impact de ces deux modes intermédiaires et de
di�érents coûts d’erreur dans une étude contrôlée (N=36). Nous
avons trouvé que les participants ont adopté les modes inter-
médiaires, que ces modes réduisaient le taux d’erreur quand le
coût de l’erreur était important, et qu’ils n’ont pas a�ecté de
manière signi�cative les temps de sélection. Cependant, bien
que les résultats valident la conception de nos modes intermé-
diaires, nous n’avons pas trouvé de preuve sur un plus grand
passage aux interactions qui se basent sur la mémoire. Cela
suggère que réduire le taux d’erreur n’est pas su�sant pour
promouvoir l’utilisation experte des techniques.

MOTS CLÉS
expertise, ajustement, mode intermédiaire, aversion aux erreurs

1 INTRODUCTION
Memory-based expert interaction techniques – such as key-
board shortcuts, marking menus, and gestural commands –
have been shown to improve selection performance in user
interfaces [25]. However, these “expert” methods are not
used by all[4] , and many users do not transition from the
novice method to the expert one. There are several reasons
why users may be unwilling to switch (e.g. [6, 12, 21] and de-
scribed below), but for memory-based techniques, one main
problem is user’s aversion to making errors. That is, even
if a user remembers a command, they may be reluctant to
invoke it with a memory-based method because selecting
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Figure 1: FastTapAdjust. In novice mode, users press the menu button and wait for the grid to appear, then select a command
by tapping on a grid cell while holding the menu button. In expert mode, users tap the menu button and the command’s
location with a two-�nger chord. Intermediate mode uses the same chord-based invocation, but users can pause and display
items around their selection, allowing them to adjust the chord before selecting.

the wrong command may outweigh the bene�t of using the
faster expert technique.
Researchers have proposed several ways of improving

the transition to expertise in user interfaces by encouraging
users to switch, either by informing them of howmuch faster
they could perform [23] or by adding arti�cial delays in order
to increase the “cost” of the novice method [16].

There is little work, however, in reducing the user’s reluc-
tance to make errors with memory-based techniques. The
quality of global undo functionality is an important element
here [7], but few techniques provide speci�c support for
users who have learned an expert technique and are just at
the point of deciding whether to invoke a command with
the expert method. We believe the user’s aversion to making
errors is an important factor in this decision. To test this
hypothesis we developed new techniques allowing quick
con�rmation for users willing to try expert modes, and use
FastTap as a usecase. FastTap is a quasi-mode menu sys-
tem for touch-based devices that displays a hand-sized grid
of items when a dedicated button on the lower left corner
is pressed [18]. Experienced users can select commands in
a rapid chord gesture without waiting for the buttons to
appear.
We built “intermediate” selection methods for FastTap,

which allow users to try triggering commands without dis-
playing all icons but with an adjustment mechanism that also
allows them to �x mistakes before the command is issued
(Figure 1).

We are interested in three questions about these inter-
mediate modes. First, we want to know whether they help
users move away from novice interaction - that is, whether
users choose intermediate modes as a “safer” alternative to
the full expert mode, particularly when error costs are high.
Second, we want to know whether these intermediate modes
really do reduce errors. Third, we want to know whether the
intermediate modes in�uence the eventual adoption of the

full memory-based expert mode. We examined these ques-
tions in a controlled experiment that varied the selection
technique and the error cost. We created three command-
selection environments that induced di�erent error costs.
We compared the original FastTap technique to two new
variants that provided intermediate adjustment modes in ad-
dition to the novice and expert modes. We recorded people’s
selection performance and which method they chose to use
for each selection.

The results of our study provide several new insights into
the design and use of intermediate modes for memory-based
expert techniques: intermediate modes were usedwhen avail-
able; when the error costs were high, the adjustment capabil-
ity of the intermediate modes led to signi�cantly lower error
rates; results also suggest that the intermediate modes do
not penalize performance. However, there was no di�erence
in term of expert mode adoption (usage rates remained ap-
proximately equal), which suggests that reducing the cost of
making errors is not enough to encourage users to transition
to memory-based interaction.
2 RELATEDWORK
Interfaces for novices and for experts
Mainstream Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointer (WIMP) inter-
faces are designed to maximize discoverability for novice
users; as Shneiderman states, they are based on the idea of
“see and point versus learn and remember” [30]. Although
this approach is successful for novices, it has a low per-
formance ceiling – even when users become very familiar
with certain commands, they must still execute them using
visually-guided hierarchical interface mechanisms.

Several alternate interfaces have been developed that at-
tempt to raise the performance ceiling for experts. For exam-
ple, researchers have studied keyboard shortcuts [2, 22], com-
mand languages [29], gestural commands [2, 3, 10, 11, 20, 27],
and spatially-stable grid menus [18, 28]. These techniques
typically achieve their e�ciency by using human memory
(e.g. memory of a gesture’s path or of a command’s spatial
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location) rather than visually-guided hierarchical navigation.
Several studies of these expert techniques have found them
to be substantially faster than traditional WIMP selection
[18, 25, 29] – but only after the commands have been learned.
When users are still inexperienced with the commands,

they are not yet able to rely on memory alone, and need
some form of visual feedback to help them �nd the correct
item. Therefore, all expert techniques have “novice modes”
that provide this feedback – for example, users of Marking
Menus start out by using a radial menu system, switching to
gestures as they memorize the command locations; FastTap
provides a grid menu (see Figure 1) for inexperienced users
(who may eventually switch to chords once locations are
learned).

Transitions from novice to expert use
As users gain experience with an interface, they typically go
through three stages [8]: a cognitive phase where they rely
on visual search to identify commands, an associative phase
where they begin to remember the commands, and an au-
tonomous phase where they can execute commands quickly
and without a great deal of conscious attention. WIMP-style
selection interfaces often prevent users from achieving auto-
maticity (because selection in these systems always requires
visually-guided navigation), whereas memory-based tech-
niques allow users to exploit their increasing experience.
Despite the increased performance of expert interfaces,

however, studies have shown that users do not necessarily
switch to the faster expert version of a technique [4, 6, 12, 21].
Several reasons for this phenomenon have been proposed,
including satis�cing (staying with a “good enough” strategy)
[6], the paradox of the active user (where users prefer to apply
existing knowledge to an ongoing task) [6], or the value of
feedback (where users can prefer the feedback provided by a
well-practiced novice method) [21].

In addition to these issues, memory-based expert tech-
niques present a speci�c challenge to users who are still in
the associative phase of learning: at some point, users must
“launch out” and try the memory-based version, but their
relative lack of experience means that they are more likely to
make errors (i.e. by retrieving the wrong location or gesture
from memory). This was one of the �ndings in a study of
FastTap use in a non-laboratory setting: few of the study’s
participants made the transition to the expert technique, and
one of the main reasons given was that people did not want
to make errors [17].

Although recall errors are part of anymemory-based learn-
ing process, they can present a major barrier to development
of expertise with an interface. Many people are highly averse
to making mistakes: in some cases, incorrect command se-
lections may have high costs (e.g. pressing “Send” before

a message is complete); and even when the actual conse-
quences of an error are minor, user perception of the costs
of an error can be much higher than the reality, due to in-
herent negativity bias in which “negatives loom larger than
positives” [19].

Helping users move away from novice methods
Researchers have proposed several methods that attempt
to overcome these barriers and increase user adoption of
expert interaction techniques. Strategies include using the
idea of rehearsal to ease the transition to an expert technique,
increasing costs for using the novice technique, reminding
users about the expert technique in contexts where it could
be used, and reducing the potential cost of errors.
Rehearsal. Techniques such as Marking Menus [20], Fast-

Tap [18], and the SHARK keyboard [31] use Kurtenbach’s
principle of rehearsal as a way to reduce the performance
dip between novice and expert (and thus encourage users
to make the transition). The rehearsal principle states that
novices should perform selections in the same way that ex-
perts do, leading to incidental learning of the expert mode
through everyday use [20]. Feedback and guidance appear
for novices, but as users becomemore experienced, these sup-
ports can be removed and sequential actions can be chunked
[5].
Increasing costs for the novice technique. Grossman and

colleagues explored a variety of techniques for accelerating
the use of keyboard shortcuts [16]; one of these imposed a
time delay whenever the user selected a command using the
menu system instead of the shortcut. This technique, while
e�ective, may not be an acceptable method in real-world use.

Raising expert technique’s awareness. Several systems pro-
vide in-context information about expert techniques, to re-
duce the problem of “interface inertia” with novice methods.
For example, the Emacs text editor displays equivalent short-
cuts when commands are executed using search or the menu
system. A similar idea was explored in the Blur system that
provided noti�cations about text commands during WIMP
use [29], and in the IconHK system that showed equivalent
shortcuts for toolbar buttons on the toolbar, and empha-
sized the shortcuts using animations [14]. One problem with
these systems is that they respond only after the user has
already carried out a command using the novice technique,
which further reinforces the suboptimal method. A second
approach for motivating users was explored by the Skillome-
ters system, which provides a dashboard that shows users
how much time they could save if they switched to expert
versions of selection techniques [22].

Mitigating error aversion. Although the aversion to make
errors appears to be an important problem in the transition to
memory-based expert techniques, there is little research that
focuses on reducing it. First, standard usability guidelines
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suggest several basic strategies for reducing errors (such as
providing warnings or con�rmation dialogs when critical
commands are executed) [24]. Second, systems may provide
comprehensive Undo functionality, with the rationale that if
users trust in their ability to undo any command, they will
be more willing to use their memory. It is unclear, however,
whether undo can handle all possible error cases (such as
incorrectly pressing Send).
A third approach provides information about command

completion during the initial stages of the command’s in-
vocation (i.e. feedforward); this information may reassure
users that they are going to make an appropriate selection.
For example, some systems show "gesture guides" when a
user begins a gesture, to indicate what legal gestures can
be completed [3, 9]. Similarly, Arpège and FingerCuts show
completion possibilities for multitouch chords [13, 15]. On
the desktop, ExposeHK [22] exposes keyboard shortcuts be-
side interface buttons when a modi�er key is pressed.

Feedforward techniques have been shown to be e�ective,
but they can only work when commands are invoked with
multi-stage actions – that is, the system needs a point in time
to provide the feedforward information. In addition, little is
known about whether feedforward methods actually provide
a bridge to the memory-based version of the technique – that
is, whether the feedforward helps or hinders people in mem-
orizing the full command action. Some research suggests
that users can come to rely too much on a feedforward guide,
reducing their learning (i.e. the “guidance hypothesis”) [1].
Anderson and Bischof suggest that a gradual reduction in
the amount of support provided by feedforward can lead to
improved memorization [1].

Finally, a few techniques explicitly allow adjustment of an
executed action in similar fashion to our FastTapAdjust tech-
niques. For example, text entry �elds in Apple’s iOS allow
users to adjust the positioning of the text caret, using lift-o�
instead of touch-down to set the �nal position. Similarly, a
targeting technique for moving objects long distances on
digital tabletops allows the user to adjust the "�ight" of the
object using relative movements after it is been "thrown"
[26]. The only adjustment method for memory-based selec-
tion technique, however, appears to be Kurtenbach’s idea of
mark con�rmation, an adjustment phase in Marking Menus
[20]: in expert mode, the user can pause during a gesture,
which re-displays the radial menu from the novice mode,
allowing the user to correct their selection.

3 DESIGN OF AN INTERMEDIATE MODE FOR
FASTTAP

Adjustment mechanisms aim to support users in moving
away from novice methods by adding an “intermediate”
mode between the novice and expert modes. We use FastTap
[18] as the core technique to test the ideas of adjustment and

intermediate modes. FastTap is a grid-based menu system
that overlays a grid of items on the screen of a multi-touch
tablet (Figure 1). Expertise in FastTap relies on the devel-
opment of spatial memory in the user: commands are laid
out in stable locations, and any command can be invoked by
tapping its grid cell. Touching a menu button at the bottom
corner of the screen with the thumb displays the grid after a
500ms delay. The user then selects a command by touching a
grid cell with their �nger (while maintaining their touch on
the menu button). When the user becomes expert, she can
chunk those two steps into a single one by pressing directly
the touchscreen with the chord made up of the menu button
and the item location [5].
FastTap implements the principle of rehearsal [20]:

whether novice or expert, users select commands through
the same �nger positions. The actions remain the same, but
when expert, the user does not need to wait for the grid to
be displayed (and thus the selection becomes considerably
faster). Be it in novice or expert mode, the command is acti-
vated as soon as the touchscreen is touched (not released) at
the location of the corresponding grid cell and that the menu
button is held. This is similar to keyboard shortcuts where
commands are activated as soon as the hotkey is pressed
(not released).

This, combined with the fact that the grid is not displayed
in expert mode, requires the user to be con�dent in her
spatial memory in order to e�ciently transition from novice
to expert mode. In expert mode, missing a location by a few
millimetres can trigger the wrong command, which can be a
problem if that command happens to be critical (e.g. erase,
quit, or send email). By allowing adjustment in this selection
paradigm, we introduce an intermediate mode where users
can attempt the expert selection but still have the ability
to verify and correct a selection before any command is
triggered.

The FastTapAdjust Mechanism
As illustrated in �gure 1, instead of triggering the command
when the �nger touches down on a grid cell, selection in
FastTapAdjust happens when the �nger lifts o� from the
surface. This provides an additional interaction state where
adjustments can be made. The triggered command is the last
grid cell in contact with the �nger. In both novice and ex-
pert modes, users tap the cell of interest (whether the grid is
displayed or not), which keeps the time between touchdown
and lift-o� minimal. However, the change in the triggering
mechanism allows a new state and thus an intermediate
mode. When a user makes an expert two-�nger touch and
then pauses before lifting o�, the grid cell under their �nger
and a variable-size neighbourhood around the cell are dis-
played (with a 100ms delay for the neighborhood cells). The
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user can then adjust her �nger position and trigger a di�er-
ent command than what she originally touched. If the �nger
is moved outside of the displayed cells, no command is trig-
gered and the grid is fully displayed (essentially defaulting to
the novice-mode presentation). This intermediate mode al-
lows users to try memory-based chord selection, even when
their memory of the grid is still imperfect.

The intermediatemode has twomain di�erences that place
it between the two existing modes. First, it uses the same
invocation mechanism as the expert method, which shifts
users all the way to the expert end in terms of invocation.
Second, its partial visual feedback moves the user away from
the novice mode by narrowing the range of potential selec-
tions. Overall, we expect this mode to present users with
a lower barrier for leaving the novice method behind, ear-
lier in the learning process. In addition, we expect that the
additional feedback of the intermediate mode will help to
maintain a low error rate, and that the reduced number of
choices will help to maintain fast performance.

4 STUDY
The aim of the study was to assess whether the adjustment
mechanism helped users switch away from novice use of
FastTap more quickly and with fewer errors. We compared
the original FastTap interaction technique to two FastTapAd-
just versions. We compared them in a controlled experiment
(N=36) where participants were prompted with speci�c com-
mands to select. For each technique, we tested three error-
cost conditions that were induced by the number of attempts
that participants could take to get the correct selection: we
called these 1�T��, 2�T����and 5�T����. Our goal was to
study the learning process in environments where trigger-
ing a wrong command has di�erent costs: from a high cost
(e.g. sending an email instead of discarding it – represented
by 1�T��) through to a very low cost (e.g. similar to changing
the current color to red instead of blue in a drawing applica-
tion – represented by 5�T����). When the participant did not
select the correct command within the maximum number of
allowed attempts, they received visual and auditory feedback
(the background turned red and a buzz sound played).

We used a between-subjects design to test the three dif-
ferent techniques: FastTap (FT ), FastTapAdjust with a Moore
neighborhood (i.e. the 8 surrounding cells, FTA-8), and Fast-
TapAdjust with the full grid displayed as the neighborhood
(FTA-all). The two di�erent versions of FTA were imple-
mented to test intermediate modes that were at di�erent
stages along the path from novice to expert: FTA-all is closer
to the novice mode, and FTA-8 is closer to the expert mode.

Figure 2: Icon sets used for the experiment: (upper-left)
training icon set; (upper-right) food items icon set; (lower-
left) �ags icon set; (lower-right) transportation means icon
set.

Procedure
After completing a short demographics survey, participants
were shown the technique they would be using in the ex-
periment. They then practiced the technique in a training
session using a di�erent set of icons and commands. Once
they were comfortable with all forms of the technique, the
experiment sessions started. The experiment consisted of
10 blocks of 24 trials for three error cost conditions (1�T��,
2�T����and 5�T����, respectively for 0, 1 and 4 permissible
errors). Varying the number permissible of errors aims to
induce in participants a sense of higher error cost. For each
trial, a command stimulus (icon and command name) was
displayed at the top of the screen. The participant then se-
lected the corresponding command from the FastTap menu.
The commands were organized into a 5x5 grid: within the
same row, the commands were semantically linked (e.g. �ags
from the same continent) but with no apparent order be-
tween the items. For each condition, separate sets of icons
were used (Figure 2), and the order of the sets was chosen
randomly. Trials were timed from the appearance of the stim-
ulus until the target was successfully selected. The number
of wrong selections and the number of times the full grid was
shown (triggered from the menu button) were also logged.
Participants were instructed to complete tasks as quickly
and accurately as possible.
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Figure 3: Location sets used for the experiment.

Of the 25 commands in each condition, only 12 were used
as stimuli, in order to allow faster development of spatial
memory and expertise. Two to three commands were used
from each grid row, covering di�erent con�gurations (cor-
ners, sides, interior of the grid). We used three di�erent
location sets for the targets, each a 90� rotation of a template
set (Figure 3). Each condition used a di�erent set and the
order of the sets was chosen randomly. Targets were pre-
sented in random order for each block. Between each blocks,
participants could take short rest breaks.

Experimental Design
The experiment used a 3x3x10 between-participants design
with factors T�������(FT, FTA-8 and FTA-all), M��A��
������(1�T��, 2�T����and 5�T����) and B����(1-10). Each
combination of factors was repeated 24 times, for a total of
25,920 trials across all participants. The order of the com-
mands was randomized with the constraint that a command
could not appear twice in a row. Within each technique, the
M��A�������factor was counter-balanced using a Latin
square.

Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 12 participants for each technique – 36 in total
(mean age 26 years, SD 6 years; 4 left-handed; 11 males). The
study was conducted on a Nexus 7 Android tablet (7-inch
screen, 1200 ⇥ 1920 resolution). The software was written in
C++, using the Qt framework, and recorded all experimental
data including selection times, incorrect selections and touch
locations.

Results
To compare the techniques and conditions, we ran statistical
analysis on Time, Error rates, and the proportion of novice,
intermediate, and expert selections across blocks.

Selection Time. Overall, mean selection times were simi-
lar across the three interfaces, with FastTap at 1986ms
(SD 1040ms), FastTapAdjust-8 at 1884ms (830ms), and
FastTapAdjust-All at 1822ms (730ms). Mean times were also

similar across the di�erent error cost conditions, with 1�
T��at 1954ms (864ms), 2�T����at 1872ms (845ms), and 5�
T����at 1870ms (928ms).

A mixed-design ANOVA was conducted to compare the
e�ects of T�������, M��A�������, and B����on Time.
No signi�cant di�erence was found for T�������orM���
A�������(F2,33 = .75, p = .48 and F2,66 = 1.48, p = .24), but
one was found for B����(F1,33 = 591, p < .0001, see Figure
6). We also found an interaction between T�������and
B����(F2,33 = 5.61, p < .01). As a followup, we conducted a
separate ANOVA for each technique; all showed signi�cant
e�ects of B����on Time (all F1,11 > 152, all p < .0001).
Pairwise comparisons using T-tests and the Bonferroni

correction showed signi�cant di�erences between blocks (in
the following i > j means block i was signi�cantly slower
than block j): for FT 1 > 2 > 3 > 4, 5, 6, 10 > 7, 8, 9; for FTA-8
1 > 2 > 3, 4 > 5, 6 > 7, 8, 9, 10; for FTA-all 1 > 2 > 3 >
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. However, using a mixed-design ANOVA on
each block, we did not �nd an e�ect Technique on Time (all
F2,33 < 3.18, all p > .05).

These results show the expected learning e�ect. They also
suggest that introducing the intermediate mode does not
present any major barriers to fast interaction, and that time
is not strongly in�uenced by the perception of error cost.
The block di�erences also suggest that participants reached
stable performance quicker using the FTA-all technique.
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Technique
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Figure 4: Average times in ms for target selection for Fast-
Tap and both FastTapAdjust versions for the three M��A��
������conditions. Error bars represent the 95% CI.
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Figure 5: Average times in ms for target selection in each
block for FastTap and both FastTapAdjust. Error bars repre-
sent the 95% CI.

Error rates. There were two types of erroneous trials. The
�rst is the de�nition we gave the participants: an erroneous
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Figure 6: Average times in ms for target selection for Fast-
Tap and both FastTapAdjust versions for the three M��A��
������conditions across the blocks. Error bars represent
the 95% CI.

trial is a one where the prompted command was not se-
lected within the allowed maximum attempts. In our analy-
sis, we call this variable Error. The second is a trial where the
prompted command was not correctly selected on the �rst
attempt. In our analysis, we call this variable ErrorFirstTry.
Overall, Error rates were similar across the three tech-

niques: FastTap’s error rate was 4% (SD 19%), FastTapAdjust-
8 was at 2% (SD 15%), and FastTapAdjust-all was at 2% (SD
13%). Rates for the di�erent cost conditions were more vari-
able, with 1�T��at 7% (26%), 2�T����at 1% (9%), and 5�T����at
0% 9SD 2%).
A mixed-design ANOVA was conducted to compare the

e�ect of T�������, M��A�������, and B����on Error. A
signi�cant di�erence was found forM��A�������(F2,66 =
45.51, p < .0001) but not T�������(F2,33 = 2.21, p = .13)
or B����(F1,33 = .64, p = .43). We found a signi�cant inter-
action between T�������andM��A�������(F4,66 = 2.67,
p < .05).

Post-hoc analysis using Welch Two-Sample T-Tests with
Holm correction revealed signi�cant di�erences between
eachM��A�������condition (all p < 0.0001). Post-hoc anal-
ysis also revealed signi�cant di�erences between all (T����
����, M��A�������) tuples (all p < 0.05) except (FT, 2�
T����) and (FTA-8, 2�T����) and all tuples involving 5�T����.
As shown in Figure 7, these results indicate that when error
costs were high, the adjustment mechanism signi�cantly
reduced error.
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Figure 7: Error rates for FastTap and both FastTapAdjust ver-
sions for the threeM��A�������conditions. Error bars rep-
resent the 95% CI.

For ErrorFirstTry, the mean error rates (and SD) for
the di�erent interfaces were FastTap at 10% (SD 29%),
FastTapAdjust-8 at 6% (24%), and FastTapAdjust-all at 6%
(23%). For the di�erent cost conditions, 1�T��had a mean
rate of 7% (SD 26%), 2�T����was at 6% (24%), and 5�T����was
at 8% (27%).
A mixed-design ANOVA was conducted to compare the

e�ect of T�������, M��A�������, and B����on Error-
FirstTry. No signi�cant e�ects were found for any of the
three factors (F2,33 = 1.95, p = .16; F2,66 = 2.64, p = .08;
F1,33 = 2.67, p = .11). We also found no signi�cant interac-
tions. However, Welch Two Sample T-Tests with the Holm
correction method revealed signi�cant di�erences between
most of the (T�������,M��A�������) tuples (allp < 0.05):
(FT, 1�T��) and (FT, 5�T����) were signi�cantly more error-
prone than the rest of the tuples, and (FTA-all, 1�T��) and
(FTA-all, 2�T����) were signi�cantly less error prone than
the rest of the tuples except (FTA-8, 5�T����) (see Figure 8).
Overall, this result suggests that the selection error cost

in�uences FT users but not FTA users – both versions of FTA
performed similarly regardless of how many attempts were
allowed.

Moving away from novice: usage mode frequencies. Each trial
was categorized as Novice, Intermediate or Expert depend-
ing on what occurred during the trial: if the full grid was
displayed during a trial, it was categorized as Novice; if no
feedback was displayed (either the full grid or the adjustment
grid), the trial was categorized as Expert; otherwise the trial
was categorized as Intermediate.
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Figure 8: Error rates of the �rst selection of a trial for Fast-
Tap and both FastTapAdjust versions for the three M��A��
������conditions. Error bars represent the 95% CI.
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Participant use of the novice mode decreased over the
10 study blocks. As shown in Figure 9, rate of novice use
decreased from 94% in the �rst block to 34% in the tenth
block for FastTap, from 94% to 31% for FastTapAdjust-8
and from 81% to 21% for FastTapAdjust-all. A two-way
between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the ef-
fect of T�������, B����and M��A�������on Novice use.
A signi�cant di�erence was found for B����(F1,33 = 94.47,
p < .0001) but not T�������(F2,33 = 1.01, p = .37) nor
M��A�������(F2,66 = 2.34, p = .10). We found no signi�-
cant interaction between the factors (all F < 1.6, all p > .21).

We also looked at the e�ect of B����on novice use. For all
techniques, ANOVA found a signi�cant e�ect of B����(all
F1,11 > 30.8, all p < .0005). We used pairwise T-Tests with
Holm correction as a post-hoc analysis to compare B�����.
We focus particularly on the blocks where the novice use
drops below 50%, as this level captures the point at which
participants started to use the novice method less than inter-
mediate and expert combined.
For FT, the drop happens between B����4 (51%) and 5

(48%) - and as these blocks are signi�cantly di�erent between
block 3 (at 60%) and block 7 (at 38%) (all p < .005), the 50%
threshold is likely to be crossed at about block 4. For FTA-8,
the drop happens between blocks 2 (63%) and 3 (48%), as
blocks 3 and 4 (42%) are signi�cantly di�erent (all p < .0001),
the 50% threshold is likely to be crossed around block 3. For
FTA-all, the drop happens between block 1 (81%) and 2 (47%),
with block 2 signi�cantly di�erent from blocks 1 and 3 (all
p < .0001); the 50% threshold is likely to be crossed around
block 2.
This result suggests that introducing the intermediate

mode does, as expected, lead to an earlier switch away from
use of novice mode.

5 DISCUSSION
The study provides �ve main �ndings:

• Both intermediate modes were frequently used by par-
ticipants (30% of all selections);

• Although novice-mode rate was not signi�cantly dif-
ferent, block-by-block analysis suggests that partici-
pants moved away from the novice mode more quickly
(at about block 2 for FTA-all, versus about block 4 for
FT);

• Selection times were similar for all three versions of
the technique, suggesting that adjustment-based inter-
mediate modes do not slow participants down (at least,
there is no evidence of a large di�erence);

• Techniques with intermediate modes had lower error
rates when error cost was high, although not when
costs were low (and as a result, overall error rates were
similar).
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Figure 9: Overall rates of novice, intermediate, and expert
use for each technique, by block. Error bars represent the
95% CI.

In the following sections, we consider reasons for these
results and issues for the generalization and further study of
intermediate modes in memory-based expert techniques.

Enabling “safe” expert selection
In conditions where an adjustment mode was available, par-
ticipants made similar use of both expert and intermediate
modes. As selection times are not signi�cantly di�erent be-
tween FTA and FT, and error rates in the high-cost condition
are signi�cantly lower using FTA, it suggests that during the
associative phase of learning, the intermediate mode behaves
more as a “safe” version of the expert selection. The idea of
a safe version was even re-invented by a participant who
used the regular FT technique: "I preferred to be on the verge
[of novice and expert modes]. In the end even if I knew where
the icons were, I positioned my �ngers before triggering the
command – I’d rather take a quick look at the grid to be sure
of the answer and lose no time."

Local feedback versus memory
The fact that the intermediate mode does not change comple-
tion time, and seems to act more as a “safe” expert mode, is an
unexpected outcome. As a post-hoc analysis, we further ex-
plored the potential di�erence in terms of time performances
between intermediate and expert selections by looking at the
average selection time of the di�erent selection modes (Fig-
ure 10), and particularly focus on the last block. For FTA-8,
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Figure 10: Average selection time for each Mode for Fast-
Tap and both FastTapAdjust versions across the blocks. Er-
ror bars represent 95% CI.
mean expert-mode selection time was 1194ms, intermedi-
ate was 1517ms, and novice was 1918ms. For FTA-all: mean
expert-mode selection time was 1311ms, intermediate was
1769ms, and novice was 2089ms.

We conducted ANOVAs for each technique to compare
the e�ect of Mode on Time on the tenth block (using only
participants that used both on the last block). We found
signi�cant di�erences between each pair of modes for FTA-8
(novice-expert, F1,7 = 14.8, p < 0.01; novice-intermediate,
F1,7 = 5.68, p < 0.05; intermediate-expert, F1,8 = 11.8, p <
0.01) and for FTA-all (novice-expert, F1,4 = 40.5, p < 0.005;
novice-intermediate, F1,5 = 18.8, p < 0.01; intermediate-
expert, F1,7 = 23.8, p < 0.01).

We hypothesize that this di�erence is due to participants
relying on memory and visual feedback for the intermedi-
ate mode, whereas they only rely on memory for the ex-
pert mode. This hypothesis seems to be strengthened when
analysing Figure 10, where the intermediate curve is shifted
upward toward the novice curve when the neighbourhood
is bigger (full grid vs. 8-item neighbourhood).

Reducing the error rate is not enough
Although an intermediate mode seems to reduce the error
rate of the FastTap technique, it does not favour the adoption
of the memory-based interaction (i.e. expert mode). The last
block, regardless whether using FT or FTA-8, had a similar
rate of novice use. It suggest that reducing the cost of error is
not enough to overcome the error aversion. However, an inter-
esting trend can be noted for FTA-all: the 10th seems to yield
a lower rate of novice use. Arguably FTA-all could be seen

as FT with a 100ms delay instead of 500ms. This reduction
of time delay might be a strong candidate to investigate.
The bene�t of the intermediate mode seems to arise in

encouraging an earlier move away from the novice technique.
In both FTA techniques, participants switched away from the
novice mode more frequently in early blocks (particularly
for FTA-all). The intermediate mode seems to be bridging
the gap between novice and expert modes by reducing the
cost of switching away from novice mode. The closer to the
novice mode an intermediate technique is, the easier the
switch can be. However, there is a trade-o� between speed
and switching away from novice selection. An interesting
follow-up study would investigate a dynamic intermediate
mode that shrinks the neighbourhood to gradually move
users toward expert selection.

Limitations
One limitation of our new intermediate modes could be that
participants seemed to remain with these modes rather than
switching fully to expert methods. Even though overall per-
formance is not a�ected, it might translate into a longer
transition toward optimal performance. A follow up study
investigating the longer-term use of intermediate and ex-
pert modes is needed – the ten blocks of our study were not
enough to clearly indicate users’ eventual choice of which
mode to use.

A second limitation could be that our inducement of error
cost is di�erent from the real world. In our study, errors were
not harmful (for example, un�nished email could be sent by
mistake). Debrie�ngs with participants, however, showed
that they were being careful to avoid making mistakes.

Finally, our work is also limited to FastTap interfaces and
we cannot draw conclusions from this study about other
memory-based interaction techniques, typically Marking
Menus. Indeed, a recent study conducted by Fruchard et al.
[11] suggests that memory-based command selection tech-
niques results in di�erent recall rates whether they rely on
directional or positional gestures. Therefore, future work
should investigate more carefully this question with other
memory-based interaction techniques. A �rst step could be
to compare mode adoption patterns between FastTap and
MarkingMenus, to test if directional gestures are more prone
to adoption of expert behavior.

6 CONCLUSION
A main problem for memory-based expert interaction tech-
niques is that many users are reluctant to move away from
novice versions of techniques because of the aversion of
making errors. We hypothesized that this aversion could
be reduced through the introduction of intermediate modes
that allow users to con�rm their memory-based retrieval
and adjust their selection if they have made an error. We
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implemented two adjustment-based intermediate modes for
the FastTap grid menu technique, and investigated their per-
formance in a controlled study (N=36). We found that par-
ticipants quickly made use of the intermediate modes, that
these modes reduced error rates when error cost was high,
and that they did not substantially a�ected selection times.
Yet, we did not found evidence that it encourages the switch
from novice to expert, even though results suggest that the
intermediate modes encourage an earlier switch away from
novice mode. Overall, our study showed the error reduction
bene�ts of intermediate modes and uncovers strong candi-
dates for further investigating transition between novice and
expert methods: reducing time delay to display the menu as
well as variable intermediate modes.
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